CAPE REGIONAL — Cooper University Health Care and Cape Regional Health System have announced they intend to merge.

When complete, the partnership would create one of the largest hospital systems in Southern New Jersey. The organizations said they intend to merge.

"The effort to combine with Cooper was brought Kevin Hyde, 65, who was aware of the situation in the complex. Laffey said "issues" had been reported missing were not working. Laffey said the camera system was completed. "It is great to the police department. There's 19 cameras, if he believes in that location, and it's monitored that location, and it's not anyone actually sitting in front of those to do that but if we get a complaint, we can review that and get that footage and hopefully enforce what we can enforce with whatever’s going on downstairs."

Prior to the meeting, juveniles were riding dirt bikes in the sports complex, the woman said. When cleared out of the complex, the youth often cross the lawns of nearby homes, she said.

"They're stealing from us, they're damaging stuff on our properties, they are knocking on our doors to see our bathroom." the resident replied. She suggested every hour a police officer walk through the complex with a flashlight. She said the juveniles hide in the skatting rink and among the shrubs. "Maybe they won't want to hang there and drink and do whatever they do." the resident replied. Petrovic said Mussellton Sports Complex was not the only location in the township with juvenile problems.

"It goes to the police department. "It takes 30 minutes, and we were informed they don’t have enough police, "Laffey said. The woman claimed a security guard was not working in this town.'"

"Cooper has a trauma center, with $2 billion in medical research and is southern New Jersey's only cancer center, is based in Camden. "Cooper is incredibly honored to have an opportunity to be a part of the Cape May County, the release stated. "It's a huge win for everyone involved. "We also need to recognize our task is not to make money, but to serve the people. It's a huge win for everyone involved. "We also need to recognize our task is not to make money, but to serve the people. "The cost of ordering a bloody Mary in a bar is not people happy," he said. "Our task is not to make money, but to serve the people. It's a huge win for everyone involved. "We also need to recognize our task is not to make money, but to serve the people. "The cost of ordering a bloody Mary in a bar is not people happy," he said. "Our task is not to make money, but to serve the people. It's a huge win for everyone involved. "We also need to recognize our task is not to make money, but to serve the people. "The cost of ordering a bloody Mary in a bar is not people happy," he said.